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USG to meet at
University of Toledo
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Senate members of Undergraduate
Student Government will travel to the
University of Toledo Monday night to discuss
issues and share ideas with its student government members.

restaurant renovations will be discussed during the
meeting, among other issues

This tradrbon was started last year when
UTs student government came to Bowling
Green" Solis said 'It's a good way to learn
about what each other is doing and collaborate."
Solis said retention, greek housing and

SHOW US YOUR FALCON SPIRIT
This year The BG News has made a bet with the University
of Toledo. If BG loses to Toledo, the 'BG' at the top of our
paper will change to blue and gold. So, show us your spirit
this week by tweeting #BGvUT at <i>The_BG_News.
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This is the second joint general assembly
meeting for the two student governments, said
Alex Solis. USG president

DAYS

Undergraduate
Student Government

"We want to say. here are the issues in Bowling
Green here are the issues in Totedo," Solis said "We
keep each other in the bop and share common
experiences"
A ceremonial bet based on the winner of the first
football game against UT will be made between the
presidents of the two student governments, Solis
said as a way to ilustrate out the rivalry between the
two schools
"Last year, the losing president had to wear the
other schooTs colors for the whole next day after
the game." Solis said. "It's all in good fun"

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Speaker helps sororities
prepare for formal recruitment
By Abby W.lih
Reporter

The Panhellenic Council hosted
a speaker for sorority life Friday
in the Union ballroom to jumpstart the recruitment process.
Mari Ann Callais, consultant
for campus housing and member of the campus speak staff,
spoke to the women about what
it truly means to be a part of a

FORMAL RECRUITMENT
I

WHEN: Wednesday. September
19 -Sunday, September 23.

sorority.
"She does a lot of national
presentations, and tonight's
presentation focuses on the
experience of being a part of
the Panhellenic woman and
what it really means to represent a woman of value and

how the fraternity and sorority experience can be positive,"
said Jeff Kegolis, assistant dean
of students for fraternity and
sorority Life.
"The speech is geared toward
the women that are primarily housed either behind
the Union or housed over by
S« SORORITY
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BUCK SWAMP GOES SOCIAL
Let us know what you had the most fun doing at this year's
festival by tweeting #bsaf at @The_BG_News

*

Black Swamp Arts Festival features art vendors, music,
entertainment downtown for 20 year anniversary

YEARS
,-Si-

S.thW.b.r
Reporter

The City of Bowling Green hosted the 20th Black Swamp Arts Festival
this past weekend, which drew in about 60,000 people throughout its
three day run.
The Friday festival featured food and music, and on Saturday and
Sunday the art vendors came to show their work.
For Junior Melanie Albertson, who has lived in Bowling Green since
she was 12 years old, the festival has become a tradition.
"How can you not go to the festival?" Albertson said.
One of the reasons people like Albertson keep coming back to the
Black Swamp Arts Festival is for its notoriety as one of "Ohio's best free
festival(s)," said Matthew Karlovec, chair of marketing and public relations for Black Swamp Arts Festival.
Another plus is the festival is always free and open to the public,
along with music and other entertainment.
Art vendors' tents lined much of Main Street since being escorted
in and set up Friday morning, according to a city press release. Music
could be heard throughout the festival, coming from the main stage,
See BLACK | Page 2

Stroh Center celebrates first anniversary EXTREME COUPONING
University's indoor arena commemorated in free event prior to Saturday's game
By EUcci Hug and Ambai Gombaih
Reporters

While babies may not be able to
remember their first birthday, students, faculty and staff won't forget
the Stroh Center's first celebration.
The University celebrated the
Stroh's first year on campus with
a celebration near the falcon statue, just before the football game
Saturday. The event was open to
anyone on and off campus.
One year ago, the Stroh Center
replaced the 50 year old Anderson
Arena as the central indoor venue,
according to the University's
website.
The Stroh Center, where the
University's basketball and volleyball teams play their games, has
also become the latest home of

graduation ceremonies, concerts
and some special events. Looking
back at its first year, faculty at
the University, such as Sociology
Professor Gary Lee, believe the
Stroh Center was a necessary
change to the campus atmosphere.
Lee was one of several faculty
who enjoyed the cake and punch
provided at the Stroh's birthday
celebration.
While Lee enjoys the Stroh
Center, he wishes the University
would have added one more amenity to it.
TVe should have invested in an
escalator for the elderly," Lee said.
Lee attended the birthday bash
as it fell right before the home
opening football game, something
he said he would never miss.

One of the alumni who attended
this event, who was around when
Anderson Arena was built, said the
Stroh Center is a big improvement
on Anderson.
Tom St. Meyers, a 1967 and
1976 graduate, saw some games
in the Anderson Arena, and is
now a Falcon Club member who
holds season tickets to the basketball games.
One improved feature of the
Stroh Center St. Meyers enjoys is
the chair seating rather than bench
seating, but he believes a negative
aspect of this venue is the size of
the student section. He hopes to
see more students in attendance
See STROH | Page 5
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USA Kronbach-EisenBdch and Sakina Tievathan compare coupons at the Extreme Couponing: The
Fakon Edition event hosted by the Office of Service-Learning and Nightingale's Harvest on Saturday

HOW SHOULD THE STROH CENTER CELEBRATE

FALCONS SNEAK PAST VANDALS

SEND US YOUR SCREECH

After losing to the Florida Gators, the

Is something annoying you? See what other

Falcons opened the Doyt Perry Stadium

students are pissed about and send us or

on Saturday with a win against the Idaho

tweet with #FalconScreech or at

Vandals. Get a play by play and see what

@FalconScreech to let us know what's

Blake Berryhill

the Falcons need to do next. | PAGE 6

bugging you this week. | PAGE 4

Junior, Accounting

ITS FIRST BIRTHDAY?
They should push to get
Daniel Tosh here."

i
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Y~ 10 PM til 2:30 AM
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The Clazel is simply the best place
to hold your next special event
or fundraiser
|
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For more information go to:

C5X-TJ

clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel

BLOTTER
THURS. SEPT. 6
11:43 A.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the night,
an unknown person stole
a GPS from an unlocked
vehicle within the 300 block
of Derby Ave. The GPS was
valued at $50.
5:39 P.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the night,
an unknown person stole
items from a locked vehicle
within the 800 block of
Eighth St.
11:45 P.M.
Ryan James Graver. 20. of
Maumee. Ohio, was cited
for underage possession of
alcohol within the 300 block
of N. Enterprise St.

FRI., SEPT. 7
12:09 A.M.
Sean M. Thomas. 22, of
Bowling Green. Ohio, was
cited for disorderly conduct
within the 100 block of N.
Main St.

12:11A.M.
A juvenile was cited for
public urination within the
100 block of N. Main St.
12:19 A.M.
Shanquise Davon Mills.
18, of Fremont, Ohio, was
cited for open container
and underage possession of
alcohol.
12:42 A.M.
Alexander Joseph Kubik.
18. of Hudson. Ohio, was
cited for public urination
within the 200 block of N.
Enterprise St.
12:50 A.M.
Nathan Michael Langer.
18; and Alec J. Rovniak,
18. both of Bowling Green,
were cited for public urination within the 200 block of
N. Summit St.
1:03 A.M.
Joel Gutierrez, 21. of
Bowling Green; and Jordan
W. Poca. 21. of Grand
Rapids, Ohio, were both
cited for public urination at
Lot 2 downtown.

1:35 A.M.
Nash L. Laraby. 37. of
Rossford. Ohio, was cited

for an open container within
the 200 block of N. Main St.
2:11A.M.
Nash L. Laraby. 37. of
Rossford. Ohio, was arrested
for two counts of assault
and theft within the 200
block of N. Prospect St. He
was lodged in the Wood
County Justice Center.
2:23 A.M.
Eric D. Jordan Jr. 21, of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for failure to comply with an
order from a police officer
within the 200 block of S
Summit St. He was lodged
in the Wood County Justice
Center.
2:24 A.M.
Complainant reported that
someone was throwing bikes
into the street and breaking property within the 200
block of Ada Ave.
10:34 A.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the night,
an unknown subject knocked
over a motorcycle, cracking
its windshield within the 700
block of E. Napoleon Road.
The estimated damage is
$200.

11:12 P.M.
Timothy George Koerber.
30; and Kristin M. Long, 22;
and Logan John Bright. 24,
all of Defiance. Ohio, were
cited for open container
near East Reed Avenue and
North Enterprise Street.

8:28 P.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the night,
an unknown subject broke
the driver's side mirror of a
vehicle within the 700 block
of E. Napoleon Road.
9:25 P.M.
Daryl Evans Hall. 26, of
Monroe. Mich., was arrested
on an extradition warrant
from the Monroe County
Sheriff's Office near East
Wooster Street and South
Dunbridge Road. He was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center.
10:28 P.M.
Eric K. Hornung, 21, of
Westlake. Ohio: Ryan M.
Hourihan, 21, of Fairport.
N.Y; and Patrick H. Lillie. 21.
of Sunbury, Ohio, were cited
for open container within
the 200 block of N. Church
St.
10:49P.M.
Heather Rose Jones, 27. of
Toledo; and Molly Margaret
Uhl, 26. of Yipsilanti, Mich.,
were cited for possession of
marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia at Lot 4
downtown.

DJ MANNY

18 & Up * 21 & over FREE
clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel

11:13 P.M.
Robert M Roman, 18. of
Findlay. Ohio, was cited for
prohibited acts within the
100 block of N. Main St.
11:42 P.M.
Oscar Garcia, 25. of Toledo;
and Damian Amir Maes. 21,
of Delta. Ohio, were cited
for public urination within
the 200 block of N Church
St.

SAT., SEPT. 8
12:15 A.M.
Marvin L. Coleman. 19. of
Avon. Ohio, was arrested for
open container, underage/
under the influence of alcohol, littering and resisting
arrest within the 100 block
of Manville Ave. He was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center. Michael H.
Anderson Jr, 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for open
container of alcohol.

12:15 A.M.
Tyler J. Linthicum, 24, of
Maumee. Ohio, was cited
for possession of marijuana
within the 100 block of N.
Prospect Ave. He was found
to have an active warrant
on him through the Wood
County Justice Center and
was lodged there.
12:31A.M.
Christopher J. Lowe. 20. of
Bowling Green, was arrested
for theft and resisting arrest
within the 100 block of
N. Prospect Ave. He was
lodged in the Wood County
Justice Center.
1:17 A.M.
Katherine Elizabeth L.
Suber. 20, of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a vehicle impaired and
no tail lights within the 300
block of John Court.

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom for
the complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all (actual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966

BGNEWS.COM
BGNEWS.COM
BGNEWS.COM

EMILY GORDON | 1HEBGNEWS
MARK KREISCHER poses with his woodworking. This was Kreischer's third year at the Black Swamp Arts Festival, but he has
been woodworking for 55 years. "It's really relaxing (or me." he said

and of wooden cameras
with kaleidoscopic lenses. Farnsworth has been
in the business for 35
years, and this is his third
year at the arts festival,
Farnsworth said.
"I started out in wooden
toys, and I switched to kaleidoscopes about 20 years
ago," Farnsworth said.
Farnsworth describes the
festival as a "good show"
and says "people are very
responsive."
Deborah Barnes of Mount
Dora, Fla. sells jewelry such
as necklaces, earrings, and
rings at the festival. She has
been coming to the festival
for eight to ten years.
"I like small college
towns," Barnes said.
John
Booth
of
Minneapolis,
Minn,
showed his paintings at the
festival. Booth's paintings
were centered around cats,
dogs, and everyday objects
such as scrabble pieces.
Booth said the festival
is very artist-friendly, and
"the music is really good."
Booth said he is inspired
by "color, imagination
and fun."

BLACK
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SANDY HALL president o( the Black Swamp Bead Club, and her daughter. Nicole
Ginn, enjoying the festival.
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FREAKY

the family entertainment
stage and the acoustic stage
on Main Street.
Many art vendors come
from all over the country,
and must go through a jury
to get into the Black Swamp
Festival, said Karlovec.
A group of 100 vendors
are chosen by the jurors,
and the vendors must then
pay a fee to have a tent
in the festival. If a vendor
wins an award at the festival, they do not need to reapply for the next year, said
Jewelry Vendor Deborah
Barnes.
Among the juried art vendors, there are also many
artists from Bowling Green.
An area of the festival was
also dedicated to display
artists at work.
One
of
the
artists, ) Farnsworth of
Bloomington, Ind., sells
wooden toys and a variety of kaleidoscopes. The
kaleidoscopes take forms
of animals, such as crabs,

f

1-800-BARTEND
Bartending Cli
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Clazel Theater 9/17 - 9/28 6p-IOp

FREAKY FAST

DELIVERY!

or Ottawa Tavern
Saturdays only 9a-5p
Job Placement asst.
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"I paint subject matter
that bursts with color and
enthusiasm. I'm fascinated how a small object's
spirit and energy is so
greatly magnified when
painted large," said a sign
in Booth's tent.
Among the crowds of
people looking at fine art
was University alumni
Heather Gady, who traveled
from Chardon, Ohio to see
the festival.
"I was going to Michigan,
and I haven't been since
college," said Gady.
Though not much about
the festival has changed
since she's last attended,
she enjoys the glassware
and music.
Freshman
Gabbie
Provencher, who has never
been to the festival, said she
enjoys the atmosphere and
likes that fact there are "so
many creative people."
Like
Provencher,
Albertson is also a fan of the
crowd of creativity the festival's attendees and vendors
brings in every year.
"I like walking around
and seeing all the people,"
Albertson said.

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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VISITING THE SWAMP

EMIIVGORDON

BLACK SWAMP Arts Festival offers visitors from all over the country a free chance for entertainment

SORORITY
From Page 1
Conklin because those are
where the chapters of the
Panhellenic chapter live,"
Kegolis said.
The Panhellenic Council
is the largest women's
organization
at
the
University, according to
Callais's presentation.
Junior Allison Hines of
Sigma Kappa expected
Callais's
presentation
to help set the stage for
students preparing for
recruitment.
"Hopefully this speech
will get us all on track for
recruitment and really just
help bringing the Greek
community
together,"
Hines said.
The night consisted of
Callais speech, students
and Callais sharing stories, singing, music and
audience participation.
Everyone sang songs
such as, "Hakuna Matata",
"Live Like You Were
Dying" and "Build Me Up
Buttercup."

The event's main purpose was to remind them
why they are a part of a
sorority and what it means
to keep promises.
"I changed because
I joined a sorority and
became a better person
because of it," Callais said.
"It is an honor for me to
be here because you are
about to go into a time that
is a super important experience for not only you, but
for some young women
who have looked to you
and said I want to be with
them, 1 want to spend time
with them, I want to be a
part of them."
Throughout the event,
Callais had members from
each sorority come up on
stage and share reasons why
they joined a sorority, personal stories, backgrounds
and about their founders.
"You get to pick the
people who you want to
be in your family and
who you want to grow up
with." Callais said. "That
is what recruitment is all
about, bringing people
into your family."

II -

AMBER BURRUS, Junior, and Amey Hewitt. Sophomore, check out colorful beads from the Black Swamp Bead Club's booth.

THE BIGGEST & NEWEST BACK TO SCHOOL

POSTER SALE
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THE STROH Center celebrated its first birthday with a cake just before friday's game

STROH
From Page 1
at the basketball games
this year.
Few students were found
amidst alumni and faculty,
except for the men's and
women's basketball teams.
Players and coaches provided
another perspective from the
court of the Stroh.
Head Women's Basketball
Coach Jennifer Roos appreciates the value of Stroh Center
as a recruiting showpiece and
is found of the arena itself.
"We are very fortunate to
be in a facility of this magnitude, it still gives me goose
bumps coming to work

every day."

Women's basketball player,
Bailey Cairnduff, attended
the birthday party event and
was excited to celebrate the
birthday of the arena where
she'll be playing.
"It's cool to support
where I'll be playing,"
Cairnduff said.
As a freshman, Cairnduff
said she has a lot of enthusiasm about the newer facility.

I TOP STROH
DONATIONS

■ Stroh Family donated $8
million
■ Frack Family donated $2
million
■ Schmidthorst Family
donated $1.7 million

Most Posters Only $5, $6, $7, $8 and $9
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RETWEETOFTHEWEEK
@SamanthaMeder: "Only at bgsu do you get to
see a guy pee in the stands.. Only at bgsu."
Monday, September 10, M2 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET How should the Stroh Center celebrate its first birthday?
They should

They should

"They should

"She wouldn't

have the 8G

host a big

host the

do it. but Lady

drumline play."

concert so

Lakers'

Gaga should

people can see

basketball

come

what the inside

practice."

perform."

Street? Or a suggestion tor

JAMARI BROOKS
Senior,
Finance

KELSEY SMITH
Sophomore,
Early Childhood Education

Freshman,
Aviation Studies

Have your own take on
today's People On The

is like"
ANDYLONG

y/ISITUSAT

BGNEWS.COM

BRADREINBOLT
Freshman,
Education

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Support faculty union for
good professors
Sometimes we students take
our professors for granted
Too oftea it is easy to forget
that the men and women
teaching us for three hours a
week do more than we give
them credit for.
In addition to their class
loads, professors publish,
start and run dubs, volunteer,
advise and become our friends
and mentors all while generally
Research issues,
candidates before
you vote

FALCON SCREECH
WHAT IS FALCON SCREECH?
FALCON SCREECH IS A SPECIAL ADDITION TO
MONDAY'S FORUM SECTION. SUBMIT YOUR 100-WORD
RANT ANONYMOUSLY AT BGNEWS.COM OR YOU CAN
TWEET YOUR SCREECHES AT (PFALCONSCREECH OR
WITH #FALCONSCREECH.

I was reading the article in
the BG News regarding the
"Students for Romney" first
meeting.
It got me wondering how
a college student at Bowling
Green State University would
support the GOP or their
nominee. 1 wonder if they like

Every day I bring a sweater, the classroom is boiling lava
hot. Every day I leave it at home, it's like an igloo.
-#MAKE UP YOUR MIND
I've realized in the past couple weeks that a cyclist's
worst nightmare is groups of friends that stand hip to hip.
These people glare at you when you politely say "Excuse
me." but it's not my fault that these people and their
five friends want to play Red Rover with anyone on the
sidewalk.
-PART THE SEA
When you're walking by someone on campus and you
give them a polite 'hi' and they give you the dirtiest look
possible. I wish they would show a little kindness and say
hey back.
- MAKE MY DAY
You know what is incredibly annoying? Girls who think it's
a fantastic idea to get heinously drunk and head to the
football game. "Oh my gosh, was that a touchdown??"
No, you wasted fool. It was a timeout. And yes, those
loud booms are fireworks. Not bombs.
-SLOPPY SPECTATORS
We all have that one kid in class who thinks every situation in his or her life is relevant to the class discussion. If
this is you, keep quiet. When you speak, we all cringe. It's
speaking to the patience of your professers when they
continue to call on you. Just shut up and maybe we can
get out early!
- IMPATIENT PEERS

THE BG NEWS
MAX FILBY, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 454051 Phone: (419) 572-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 572-2606

on July 1). The administration is dragging its feet on a
contract that is necessary to
provide stability to our faculty
and their families.
1 hear you asking, "But what
does this mean for me? Why
should Icare?MTheanswer is
simple: if you like having good
faculty, if you don't want your
favorite professor leaving for
a more stable and better paying job, if you think professors
deserve better, then this issue
should matter to you. If you

agree that our educators deserve
more, then say something.
Let your professors know
you support their collective
bargaining rights. Let the
administration know through
emails and letters to the
editor, and join the BGSU
Faculty Association Facebook
page to show your support
for our faculty.

the GOP stance on women's
issues, such as banning many
types of birth control or continuing to ban women from
combat? I wonder if they
agree that same sex couples
should be barred from marrying or adopting children?
Maybe they support the
slashing funds for education and kicking students
off their parent's healthcare
before age 26.

The Republican Party up
and down the ticket holds
these extreme positions. You
think it's too crazy to be true?
It's all in the Republican platform. Look it up. Facts matter.
Before you vote this
November, do your research,
see who supports what you
support; don't just listen to
local politicians that try and
placate the audience they're
in front of.

Some Republicans on
Tuesday night lamented
the high cost of education,
yet they neglected to mention Governor Kasich and
Republicans are the ones that
cut $16 million dollars from
education funding last year
alone. Like I said, facts matter.

Take a waiK in
victims shoes

Ladies, please stop leaving your hair in the bathroom
sinks! I clean up mine, I expect you to do the same for
yourself! I wanna brush my teeth, not spend five minutes
cleaning out hair that is not mine!
- #SINKFULL OFS HEDDING
To the people who leave obnoxious messes in the Union,
I get that spills happen, but that doesn't mean you can
leave trash on the table.
-#MESSY SITUATION

making less money then they
would in the private sector.
They do it because they love
the job and teaching students.
Yet, for the past several years,
the University's administration has made it harder for our
teachers to receive the benefits
they deserve: first through the
administration's opposition to
the Bowling Green State Union
Faculty Association (the faculty
union) and now their continued slowness in agreeing to a
contract (which was promised

M
1
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Sometimes we don't notice
the odd things we do that
intimidate others.
Sometimes it takes a
good friend to show us.
Other times, it takes us
to become our own victim.
For me, I'm kind of
socially awkward.
I guess I wasn't exposed
enough to social life, living my childhood "under
a rock".
Or maybe I never truly
learned proper social
etiquette.
Maybe I'm just unique;
maybe my social awkwardness will always
remain?
Anyway, I'm very thankful for my friend observing
my social awkwardness at
work this summer.
On our way to lunch, I
waved at two other friends
who worked nearby.
They were coming back
from lunch. So my friend
and I waited for them to
clock back in before we
clocked out.
Greeting them at the
time clock felt natural, but
I guess I was unaware of
what my friend observed.
"After you said 'hi', you

DANAE KING, CAMPUS EDITOR

kind of stood there awkwardly like you were
expecting a reaction from
them," he said to me later
at lunch.
Fie said he told me this
because he's my friend
and likes me, which I
appreciated.
I believe true friends are
people who aren't afraid
to tell you the truth about
yourself. Honesty can be
one of their greatest acts
of love.
After my friend's observation, I started thinking about several recent
instances similar to it.
"Now, I think I know
how those people must
have felt at the time. Oh
my God! Wow!" I later
thought to myself with full
contrition.
I started to wonder if I
behaved that way around
all my friends.
Most of the time, I don't
have many clever things
to say.
I felt confident enough
to share some personal
things with my friend on
our walk to the employee
parking lot later.
His advice was this:
"Play it more cool."
He basically explained
how to lay the foundation
- one small, light casual
See MARTIN | Page 5

Jacob Red/em
jacobr@bgsu.edu

SamMelendezat
sam@voiewicks.com

Leave behind a
trail of memories'

Two weeks ago, I met wih a
student I had first become
acquainted with several
years ago. We shared a quick
bite to eat, and in the course
of the conversation, she told
me that she would soon be
graduating.
Did I have any advice to
offer before she entered
the "real world"? More specifically, she asked me for
advice on how to live until
she became as old as I am.
I told her I'd think about it,
all the while wincing at the
realization that I was about
three times her age.
What could I tell her?
What possible advice could
a tax and accounting professor give to a graduating
senior, other than to pay her
taxes on time? What "life
lessons" could I pass on that
she hasn't already heard
from family and friends?
At its heart, life's a balancing act. Somehow, we
need to manage the tension
between the physical, mental and spiritual.
Time and energy are
always in short supply, so
we need to learn how to slice
up these items and give all
the phases of our life their
proper attention.

If we devote too much
time, attention and energy
to the physical, or mental, or any other part of
our existence, we become
unbalanced.
This unhealthy condition
takes its toll both on us and
those around us.
Walking the tightrope of
life is a life-long challenge;
we are continually losing
and (hopefully) regaining
our balance.
Life is about accumulating memories that we review
and relive during our short
earthly sojourn.
We arrive with nothing
and we take nothing with
us when we leave. What we
leave behind are memories, things that others will
recall when our name is
mentioned.
So, we should leave a trail
of positive memories —
markers and evidence of our
passage through life.
The easiest way to do
this is to make the world
a better place in our wake
with small, random acts of
kindness.
Hold the door open, greet
your classmates, flush the toilet, pick up your litter, offer to
work with the student who's
having trouble and take out
the trash — anything to leave
your surroundings better
See SCHURRER | Page 5
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Political discourse
needs cooperation

3

Save your soul by preserving creativity
.*^>

JAMES

JMtff ACUITY (0WMNIS1

"It is even
possible, call

^■HIRIAH
MIRIAM HITCHOCK
COLUMNIST

me crazy, that
the anarchist's

As I sat down to write my first
column for The BG News,
I realized that all the complaining 1 like to do about
other people's views and
opinions and about political
discourse is a trap.
So certain that I could do a
better job framing our debate
than others, I found myself
pondering how to avoid the
things that most frustrate
me when the top political
stories are the respective
Republican and Democratic
National Conventions,
The difficulty in trying to
discuss politics in America
is that a person's leaning
left or right becomes reason
enough for the "other sideto dismiss her.
Both Republicans and
Democrats tend to view
political opponents more
like enemies to destroy than
partners in debate. Many
of my most politically vocal
friends on social networking sites, bless them, will use
party affiliation simply as an
ad homonym: "the (insert
"liberals" or "conservatives"
herel think such and so
because they want to destroy
America!" This presents
a problem when trying to
write about political actors: 1
do not wish to create another
rant claiming, "This is the
problem with Republicans!"
This framing of the
debate creates further
problems: we are often presented with false dilemma
concerning how we will
address political Issues.
Our thinking is limited
to the option presented by
our political parties. Take
the cause for lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender
people's rights: for one,
this topic is dominated by
the marriage debate when
there are also issues like
high levels of homelessness
of LGBT youth, appropriate
identification for transgender folks, hate crimes and
discrimination.
But even the issue of marriage has become extremely
narrow: not only has discussion of domestic partnerships and civil unions been
largely cast from the picture
but we might also do well
to discuss, as a society, the
usefulness of the institution of marriage in general
or expanding the rights of
couples who would prefer
not to marry at all.
Discussion of gay marriage excludes all other nontraditional relationships
that may also deserve to be
viewed as legitimate. The
problems are not only that
centrist views get erased or
that more extreme views
than proposed by either
party are ignored, but also
that new kinds of solutions,

perspective will
... be more valid
than either of our
political parties'
positions."
outside the spectrum so to
speak, are left unseen by our
political tunnel vision.
Consider now that any
political scientist will tell
you that the two ends of
America's political spectrum
are not really poles at all:
there can be and do exist
political views much further
to both the left and the right
than America's main political parties.
This does not mean that
it would be appropriate to
always include the anarchist
perspective on any given
political issue alongside the
Democratic and Republican
platforms.
However, it is perhaps
equally absurd to assume
that the proposals by
Democrats and Republicans
will always be the two best
possible proposals.
It is even possible, call me
crazy, that the anarchist's
perspective will in one case
or another be more valid
than either of our political
parties' positions.
This means that the
people with the privilege
of framing the debate need
to evaluate which position
to present on more criteria than just the number of
supporters.
For example, the fact that
climate scientists have the
closest thing the scientific
community has ever had
to a consensus that global
warming is happening and
caused by humans should
be sufficient to move our
debate to the question of the
best response to this reality rather than continuing
to debate the existence of
global warming.
If political discourse
were framed differently,
as cooperative rather than
adversarial, with an eye to
good faith problem solving rather than tenacious
grasping at pre-determined
positions, a much healthier
debate with better resulting
policy could occur.
This goes not only for politicians, but for citizens.
And so, it is here that I
call for us, especially in this
university setting meant to
foster critical thinking and
intellectual discussion, to
insist on rich, productive
deliberation.
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Classes have been in session
for almost three weeks as 1
write this, and Labor Day has
come and gone. But it's not
until the Black Swamp Arts
Festival that I feel fall has
really started.
There are some dumb
holidays in the calendar
year. Personally I've never
understood National ShameYourself-With-PublicDrunkenness Day, aka St.
Patrick's Day (observed on
a twice-weekly basis by the
very devout).
Black Swamp is in a different category, though. For
twenty years now, the BSAF
has been bringing a sunburst of live music and the
visual arts into the center of
a town that too often seems
to deserve its unofficial nickname of 'Boring Green'.

MARTIN
From Page 4
conversation at a time - to
build friendships.
That has always been so
hard for me because I've
always been the type to win
friends over by going way
over the top all at once.
I've always been very
sincere.
Maybe being overly sincere is possible?
I've done that with girls
too, but I haven't tried
to pursue any girl since
high school (I'm now more
content with being single
anyway).
Sometimes I'm afraid of
introducing myself to certain people because being

SCHURRER
From Page 4

because you were there. It's
evidence that you cared.
Always keep your words
soft and sweet. Sometimes
you may have to eat them.
This doesn't mean that you
must shrink from speaking
the truth or being outspoken when appropriate.
The English language is
rich enough so that a point
can be made without giving
offense.
Think of learning as a
life-long endeavor. With the

"But more happens on campus than

After it vanishes at the end
of the weekend, we could go
back to drinking to dull the
pain of waiting for the next
festival.
Or -and this is what I really
recommend- we could take
part in some of the other
stuff that happens in town or
on campus.
The sports teams competing under the banner of the
savage falcon will continue
to spread terror and glory in
a brown-and-orange swath
across the midwest.
But more happens on campus than sporting events,
although you could be pardoned for not realizing that
sometimes.
The creative writing program is sponsoring a reading series, mixing eminent
authors like Barry Lopez
(who wrote the NationalBook-Award-winning and
totally awesome "Arctic
Dreams") with newer voices.
September's featured author
is lane Bradley whose first
novel "You Believers" is a

harrowing tale of a young
woman's disappearance and
the impact of one crime on
a whole community. She'll
read in Prout Chapel at 7:30
p.m. on Sept. 13.
Maybe you prefer movies? "Tuesdays at the Gish"
showcases weird and fun
movies every week. For
instance, The Ramones are
scheduled to kick ass in
Rock N' Roll High School on
Sept. 18, 7:30 p.m.
Not your kind of music?
The College of Musical Arts
has a festival series that
starts this month.
The first act booked is
Klezmer Madness on Sept.
29. Everyone likes Klez; some
people just don't know it yet.
And that's just this month.
Let's face it: this will be a
tough fall. We live in a battleground state during a presi-

dential election year, and
political ads will be thickly
plastered over all the media
we see and hear.
The University faculty and
the administration are in the
final stages of negotiating a
contract — a long drawn-out
process that is likely to reach
a contentious end. And,
according to a guy I heard
raving at the Free Speech
Zone this week, we are mostly doomed to a fiery afterlife.
In the meantime, let's
meet in real space: in the
arts festival, on campus,
in theaters, wherever we
can, to feed our heads and
maybe even enrich the
souls the preachers are so
intent on saving.

self-cautious of not "hitting
the home run" pains me.
Another thing I hate about
my awkward self is being
over-aggressive in pursuing friendship. Once, I was
unaware of doing this until
I saw all the unanswered
Facebook messages.
Nothing can be right
when people don't ever
respond.
Seeing those people
shun their faces in fear
made me feel so guilty, so
sorry for them.
But I think I'm starting to
understand how my victims
must have felt now.
Sometimes I just can't
take on the friendship of
a guy who's very competitive and outgoing. It's very
intimidating for my soft-

spoken, timid self.
How can I relate to him?
How do I tolerate him? How
do I share personal things of
my life as I'm supposed to
if he's a brother in Christ? I
don't know.
I can give two other
examples.
An older guy, who worked
as a sweeper at my summer
job, was very friendly.
He would greet me as
if I had been his buddy
for years.
A few times, he - a stranger
- asked me for a ride to work.
1 made excuses because I
didn't want to rudely tell
him a full out "No!"
My freshman year I felt
very intimidated by my
roommate.
Picture me, the quiet guy,

trying to tolerate a very outspoken, outgoing person living in the same room.
No, I don't think all outgoing people are annoying.
I certainly don't think my
first roommate was a bad
person.
1 just think some are too
intimidating to build relationships or find common
ground with.
Now I feel God has a funny
sense of humor. Whenever
a person fails to show me
something about myself,
(iod will show it to me.
He could also allow me
to see it and think about it
from a different perspective.

advances of knowledge and
technology, all of us need to
engage in continuing professional education as part
of a life-long process.
Some professions (e.g.
law. medicine, accounting)
have formalized
this concept into a legal
requirement.
A lifelong educational
plan should be shaped like
the letter "T."
The horizontal portion
describes the breadth of
your knowledge.
It should be constantly
expanding to the left and
the right, signifying the
new areas that are being

explored.
At the same time, it should
become thicker, indicating
that you're exploring each
area in greater depth.
The upright, or vertical,
portion of the "T" symbolizes your chosen area of
expertise.
This should be lengthening with the passage of
time, showing a continuous
deepening in your mastery
of your chosen field.
It should also be thickening, showing that the areas
that touch your professional knowledge base are also
being explored.
Quite a challenge, this

thing called life. When
it's completed you should
be able to look back on
it with a sense of pride,
knowing that you've contributed all you can and
lived each moment.
Because none of us knows
which moment will be our
last, we need to live our life
on a day-by-day basis with
the thought in mind that
someday, we'll be right.
And to that student I
had lunch with: I hope
this helps.

sporting events, although you could be
pardoned for not realizing that sometimes."

Respond to lames at
thenews@bgnews.com

Respond to Phillip at
thenews@bgnews.com

Respond to Phil at
the/iews @bgnews. com
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Respond to Miriam at
thenews@bgneivs.com
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Did you miss the women's soccer game this Sunday against Valparaiso? Don't
worry, check out the recap online on Monday at www.bgnews.com/sports
Mc^y. September 10,2012 6
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RYAN BURBRINK, BG wide receiver, catches a pass (com quarterback Matt Schilz at mid-field and continues to advance into Idaho terntory on Saturday

After a loss to the Florida, BG earns its first win of season against Idaho

LAUREN POFF

JUDE ADJEI BARIMAH BG defensive bad;, goes up
a tipped
» for—
,pass off the arm of the Idaho OB.
r,
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Men's Golf to play first
invitational on Monday
The Bowling Green men's golf
team begins its 2012-15 campaign
on Monday when they travel to
Huntington. WV for the Marshall
Invitational. The event will consist of
54 holes.
The Falcons are coming off a
decent year, but they have a new
leader at the helm. Kevin Farrell was
named the golf coach a few weeks
ago and is ready for this upcoming
season.
"I am excited to take over here and
start the season this week." coach
Farrell said. "I'm expecting some good
play out there at this event. We are
somewhat young, but we need Wes
and Charlie to have a good season for
us to have some success this season."
Farrell came from Mount St. Mary's
and was named the 2012 Northeast
Conference Coach of the Year. He
takes over a team that is striving to
best their season from a year ago.
Coach Farrell's lineup for the invitational will be Charlie Olson, Wes
Gates. Chris Melvin. and two freshman Zac Brammer and Holden Pahr.
The invitational consists of 16
teams: Bowling Green. Cincinnati,
Cleveland State. Dayton, Eastern
Kentucky. Marshall, Miami. Ohio. Ohio
State. Richmond, Toledo. Virginia
Tech, Western Kentucky. William &
Mary, Wright State and Xavier.
The team finished eighth at
the Mid-American Conference
Championships last season and will
be looking for a strong start at the
Marshall Invitational.

Dirty Laundry, a colloquial
football term for a flag on the
field, may be the greatest term
to describe the Bowling Green
and Idaho game, despite the
Falcon victory 21-13.
With 12 penalties for the
Falcons and 10 for the Vandals,
each accumulating over 80
yards lost, the game lacked
focus. A majority of the fouls
were false starts or holds with a
few sprinkled unsportsmanlike
conduct.
"To go from a fairly clean
game last week with the
penalties," said Head Coach
Dave Clawson. "It just blew
up on us today. We looked
very undisciplined and our
offensive line at times looked
almost dysfunctional."
A Falcon team that remained
jiviianj-ivjo
until 9:44
•>.-!-» of
ui the
IIIC
penalty-less until

second quarter, fell apart.
Back-to-back-to-back-to-back
fouls before one play could
even be ran would back the
Falcons up to a first and 39
yards. A false start stopped
play followed by a hold, another false start and another hold
showcased the lack of focus
Clawson referred to.
Despite the penalty yards,
the Falcon defense stole the
show. Idaho, who had a total
of six rushing yards due to
their focus on passing the ball,
carved through the defense on
many occasions as they drove
down the field. However, the
defense always stalled and
held them to attempt a field
goal instead of giving up any
touchdowns in the first half.
Idaho kicked two field goals
and missed another.
The Defense also had two
turnovers, held Idaho to their
nan until
uiiiu the
tu\. s.
i * iiiaiixvi
i 111
half
5:11
mark of the

second quarter and had three
sacks in the game including
an impressive blitz by Gabe
Martin who, on a fourth and
17, came right up the middle
untouched with a hard tackle on
Idaho quarterback Dominique
Blackman.
Of the two turnovers, one
was a fumble and the other an
interception, both were team
efforts and both were in the
crucial fourth quarter. The
interception was batted in the
air by two Falcons before a
third, Josh Pettus, came down
with it. The fumble was on a
Idaho reception but was forced
out by Paul Swan and Aaron
Foster recovered it.
Freshman Tyler Tatc, who
is the new Falcon kicker, following Stephan Stein's performance in Florida and this past
See FOOTBALL | PageS

BG Rugby wins first regular season
game against Western Mich., 35-5
By Nicholas Vind.rpool
Reporter

The BG rugby team opened
up the regular season opener
with a win against Western
Michigan. The Falcons cruised
on to beat the Broncos 35-5.
This team wanted to send a
message this game, and they
didn't disappoint. Western
Michigan never really had a
rhythm throughout the game.
BG always has a target on its
back, but this year it's even bigger with (he new conference
alignment. The Falcons aren't
going to have as many blow outs
as they have had in the past.
"Teams are starting to
catch up with us," said Roger
Mazzarella,
former head
coach and father of current
Head Coach Tony Mazzarella.
"If we go into a game with a
bad attitude, then we will be
just one sloppy field or bad
referee removed from being
upset."
The Ohio Bobcats found that
out the hard way on Saturday
after they lost to Northern
Illinois 31-12. The Bobcats are
predicted to most likely share
the conference title with BG
this fall, as long as the teams
show up to play every game.

K

Coach Mazzarella has been
stressing to keep it basic early
in the season. The Falcons
have some experience, but
they also have a few freshmen in important spots on
the field.
One of the freshmen is
Scrum Half Mike Powell. He
was voted by his teammates
as the man of the match.
Powell finished the day with
three conversion kicks and a
penalty kick.
BG's offense looked confused
at times, but the defense was
a different story. The defense
was the bright spot in the game,
as they shut down Western
Michigan almost every time
they had possession.
As the season goes on, the
Falcons will start to add more
to their offensive system. It's
important for a younger team
to slowly add more to their
game each and every week.
BG will get a true look at
Northern Illinois this weekend, as the Falcons travel to
DeKalb to face a team coming off a huge win against the
Bobcats.
The game will be played this
Saturday around 1:30 p.m. at
Northern Illinois.

HUY DEARTH , THE K NEWS

THE RUGY TEAM: earned their first regular season win with a socre of 55-5 over Western Michigan

I
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Volleyball defeats PSU
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To play: Complete the grid
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LAUREN MIZGALSKI. No 15. goes up for a kill along side her teammate in a game this past season. The Falcons beat Portland State but fell to BYU in the Nile Invitational

BG volleyball beats Portland State University after four sets at BYU Nike Invitational
By Max Houwholdar
Reporter

The Falcon Volleyball team
was able to get another
win under their belt at
the BYU Nike Invitational
over the weekend, beating
Portland State in four sets.
The Falcons hit a season
best .264 hitting percentage
and are 2-0 this year while
doing so.
It was a group effort for
the Falcons in the first
game as three players had
14 kills and for Lindsay
Butterfield, that happened
to be a career best.
"After a very slow start we
were able to refocus and execute our game plan," BGSU
Head Coach Danijela Tomic
said. "In order for us to win,
we have to have at least three
hitters with double-digit
kills. We did that today and

almost had a fourth."
Unfortunately, the weekend was not all successful
as the Falcons lost their
final two remaining games
to drop to 2-6 on the year.
Despite some stellar individual performances, BG
lost to BYU in three sets
25-22, 25-14. 25-18. That
was the early match, and
in the night cap, BG lost a
grind out match to Utah in
five sets 29-27, 26-28, 21-25,
25-22,15-11.
In the loss to Utah, lunior
Left Side Hitter Paige Penrod
had the game of her life as
she had 30 kills being the
first Falcon player to do so
since 2001.
BG led the match 2-1 and
with the forth game tied
at 18 the Falcons let it slip
through their fingers as the
Utes won that game 25-22

and eventually the match.
"Paige had the match
of her career," BGSU head
coach Danijela Tomic said.
"We've always believed that
she could play at such a high
level and it's great to see her
playing up to her potential."
Against BYU, although
the score didn't reflect it BG
had one of its better performances as the beat out
the Cougars both in kills
and digs. BG, however shot
poorly with just an attack
percentage of .042 as BYU
shot an impressive .256. The
good thing for the Falcons is
that BYU was the number 21
ranked team in the nation
and was much taller with 12
players over 6 feet and one
player, Jennifer Hamson,
who was 6 feet 7 inches.
Again, the reason for the
Falcons' st ruggles was errors

as they had 29 attack errors
which was 17 more than
BYU. The Falcons also had
seven service errors and a
blocking error. Leading the
way against BYU was Paige
Penrod who had double
digit kills in each match this
weekend. In the BYU game,
she added 11 which was a
team high while Danielle
Tonyan had six.
"We will build on all the
positive things that we saw
in this match and continue
to improve our hitting efficiency and serve receive,"
Tomic said.
Next week, BG will be
back on the road, this
time to Big Ten Country
as they will compete in
the Purdue Active Ankle
Challenge against Alabama,
Birmingham, Jacksonville
State and Purdue.

Don't forget to check
out our web
exclusive content!

bgnews.com/

sports

The BG News Sports'
Players of the Week
Matt
Schilz

Shaun
Joplin

BG Quarterback
who threw for
over 200 yards

Matt Schilz led the
Falcons to a 21-13 victory agianst Idaho on
Saturday after he threw
283 yards and completed 24 of 35 passes and
connected for one touchdown and an interception.
He thew a game-long
pass of 42 yards to Shaun
joplin that brought the
Falcons across mid-field
for a first down.
Schilz
interception
came in the fourth quarter on a forced play

I BG volleyball
player who had

|l BG wide receiver
BJ had his first career

30 kills in a game

Paige
Penrod had
a career best game
against Portland State
University in the BYU
Nike Invitational.
She had a game high
of 30 kills, which made
her the first Falcons to
have such numbers since
2001 .
Paige led the team to a
four set victory over PSU
and fell short against
BYU in three sets.
The team had record
hitting percentage of
.264.

tf^TJ 100-yard game

Shaun loplin was all
over the field of Doyt
Perry Stadium Saturday
night with his first
career 100-yard receiving game.
loplin racked up 117
yards on his catches
from Schilz, and he connected for the long 42
yard pass down the field
with two man coverage.
He struggled to hold
on to the ball against
Florida, but he did not
have a sigle dropped
pass against Idaho.

THE BG NEWS
App Works for Y
It's FREE!
It puts local info and
merchant deals at your
fingertips that you
can use everyday.
no matter where
you are!

Missing out on all of our sports updates?
Follow us on Twitter @BGNewsSports

BG Transit

"Public transportation for everyone'
Need a ride? Call BG Transit
One-hour advanced reservation required

1-800-579-4299

m yam

Ohio Relay Network: 1-800-750-0750
For fares and other
information call
419.354.6203
www.boohlo.oro/orants/transportatlon

Download from the Apple store or Android
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The Daily Crossword Fix HAfOR
brought to you by

1 Went south,
In a way
2 Bogus
3 Theoretical
proto-person
4 Item in a diner
host's stack
5 'Made from the
Best Stuff on Earth"
drink brand
6 Yale of Yale
7 Night sky streaker
8 Tiger's weapon
9 "Hey Lover' rapper
10 Furry sci-fi critters
11 Chew out
12 Googler s success
13 Parts ot lbs.
21 Big fuss
22 Not minding
one's manners
26 Green sci.
27 Turn down
29 Lambs: Lat.
30 Jet giant
33 Hard to come by
34 Reason for
braces, perhaps
35 Ready to drive

ACROSS
LAUREN POfF

PIT BG Nf VIS

PLAYERS CELEBRATE in (he endzone after Man Schik completed a 57-yard touchdown to wide receiver Chris Gallon

^HWII

1 Bombards with junk email
6 Bk. alter Proverbs
10 Lingering effect
14 Colorado snowboarding
mecca

36 Part of PGA Abbr.
39 Rating from Moody's
40 Elusive
41 Pioneer 10 or Voyager 1
46 Shipping magnate Onassis
47 Benz- finish
48 Quaint love letter opener
52 Dollar deal?
54 Make better
56 Flagstaff-to-Tucson dlr.
57 Umbrella-carrying
Disney character
60 Pop star
62 Pop
63 Gullible
64 Ear piece
65 Works on the road
66 Chair designer Charles
67 Light beer ad word
68 Persian for "king"
69 Bar shot

15 Laze

16 Phenom
17 Davis of "Commander
in Chief
18 Un-PC purchase?
19 Grain thai s rolled
20 Cause a major snafu
23 Educator LeShan
24 Wear a long face
25 Kicked out
28 2011 PGA Player of
the Year Luke
30 Barrister's dog.
31 Clinch, in slang
32 Spacely Space
Sprockets employee

36 Cracked a little
37 "You betcha!'
38 Damage control
efforts, imagewise
42 Sports group
43 Joins up
44 Epps of "House"
45 This puzzle's title,
based on the starts
of 20-, 32-, 41-and
57-Across
49 Alaska native
50 Love letter sign-off
51 Take back to the lab
53 Mah-jongg pieces
54 Many-headed
monster
55 PayPal funds
58 Wordsmith Webster
59 James of "The
Godfather"
60 Below par
61 One may be fawning
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SPIRITED STUDENTS show off their orange and brown in the student section while they root lor the Falcons to win the game

@wtww.aacor.nei
or call 419.352.3568
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510 Wexi Woosmr Bowllno Graen

Help Wanted

Classified Ads
LAUREN POFF I THFBGNFWS
THE OFFENSIVE LINE gets down in their three-point stance to snap the ball.

FOOTBALL
From Page 6

season, kicked his first
three extra-points of his
career. Tate wasn't called
upon to kick any field
goals.
Punter
Brian
Schmiedebusch continued to show his range
as he averaged 46 yards
between his five punts,
four of which were touchbacks.
Other firsts would be
accredited to Michigan
transfer and Wide Receiver
Je'Ron Stokes as he added
his first career touchdown from either school,
and Receiver Shaun Joplin
who had his first career
100-yard game.
Running Back Anthon
Samuel had two touchdowns in the game, one
for 29 yards right down the
center of the field. The run
was set up by Quarterback
Matt Schilz who scrambled for 12 yards the play
before. Samuel added
another 5-yard run for the
first score of the game.
Joplin, who had been
catching a lot of criticism
on the national broadcast

419-372-6977
The BG News will DM knowingly
accepi advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
ihe ha-is of race. sex. color, creed.
religion, national origin, sexual orienlaiion, disability. status as a veteran,
or on the basis of any nther legally
protected statuv

this past week against
Florida for dropping
catches, really turned it
around.
Ihe H(, NMI reserves the right to
"I had a few dropped
decline, discontinue or revise any
balls last week and I kept
advertisement such as those found
to be defamatory, lacking in factual
my composure this week,"
basis, misleading or false in nature. All
Joplin said. "This week I
advertisements are subject to editing
and approval.
bounced back strong, had
a better practice this week
and showed it in the game
tonight."
Do you want
Schilz threw 24 out of 35
to see
passes for 283 yards with
blogs. archives.
a touchdown and interpolls and
ception. Schilz tested the
more
stories?
Idaho secondary early
check
us
out online:
and often as he averaged
over eight yards a com- www.bgnews.com
pletion. Schilz went deep
for 37 yards to Freshman
Receiver Chris Gallon.
Schilz also utilized Tight
End Alex Bayer for 32 APARTMENTS
yards. At the conclusion of
• Non-smoking
the game, seven Falcons
Buildings Available had receptions.
* l +2 BR
Apartments Available •
A game that had 16.951
supporters in the stadi* Semester Leases »
um, opened by two of the
* Minutes from BGSU *
1-75 wrong-way accident
* Pet Friendly Community *
victims and saw their
• Utilities Included*
home team win, was full
» Resonably Priced »
of energy and electricity
all night. Next Saturday CALL FOR SPECIALS!
the Falcons will travel to
Located at:
^^^^
their rival and MAC West 300 Napoleon Road T—T
In Bowling Green l**l
favorite, Toledo in an
4t9-3Sa-6335
early season test.

VILLAGE

BGSU
Women's Basketball
"URGENT"
Looking for MEN to be
a part of our
MEN'S PRACTICE
SQUAD
Be a part of the team
behind the team and
help us win the
MAC CHAMPIONSHIP!
Prtctlct tint Is htm
3:30p-630p
Try nuts will Dt Itcstld ll I
Ills: Pill

Clrttd Emily London it
(419/-372-9226
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Help Wanted

Immediate Direct Care
Openings In BG. Hasklns.
Walbrldge & Portage!
Want to make a difference
in the lives ot people
with developmental disabilites?
Then this Is the job lor youl
Wood Lane Residential Services.
Inc. has lull time, part-time & sub
positions avail. The primary duty
ol a direct care staff is to coach
our consumers with activities
meaninglul to their quality of life
as a person with a developmenal
disability. The job can be very
satisfying and lun. not only
assisting with activities ol daily
living (such as cooking cleaning.
passing meds. and transporting),
but also participating and
developing activities interesting to
both direct care staff and the
consumer. Duties may also
include total assistance in areas
such as bathing, eating, toileting.
S9-S13.18/tir based on exp
Require High School Diploma or
GED & valid drivers license &
acceptable driving record
(for driving positions only) &
pre-empioyment background
screening. Obtain application
from WLRS. 545 Pearl St, BG OH
Monday through Friday.
Or download application at:
www.wlrs.org.
EOE

Help Wanted

Bartending, up to S300/day.
No exp. needed, training avail.
call 800-965-6520x174.

Padrone's hiring day shift drivers,
must be 18, have va'id license
and car Call 419-806-4144.

"Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers Flex hrs, only
15-20 minutes from BG 90% of
past servers are from BGSUI
Apply in person at:
465 W Dussel Dr.. Maumee, OH
(419) 893-2290

For Rent

"4-5BR avail. 300 Merry St.
rooms low as S199/mo.
CartyRentals.com
419-363-0325. 9-9

Kidzwatch - both centers now
hiring FT & PT care givers for

'1 & 2 BR apts, $495/mo. no pets

days, eves. & weekends. Email
resume to: info@kidzwatch.net

Avail now! Call 419-806-9914.
www ShawLeasing. com

PERRYSBURG FAMILY

1 room studio, shared bath,
co-ed only, furnished.
Avail NOW! $275/mo + elec.

needs before school help from
7-10 am. to get kids ready and
transport them to school and
light housekeeping Family
also needs after school care
from 3:30-6:30 p.m. to transport
home from school, homework
help and prepare evening
family meal Position open tor
1 or 2 different people.
S9<hour. Apply at:
Piniops@hoimail.cofn

September Special

Call 419-601-3225
Furn. rooms. Ireedom of house.
TV. W/D. clean & quiet. S275/mo
w/$100 dep. Call 419-354-6117.
Roommates needed to share furn
house close to campus, flex lease
option. $350-550/mo. utilities incl.
Call Brad at 419-308-7763
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Delusions of a college student
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UNDER
NEW
AGEMENT

I wear
MM<
my winter
coat inside
to make
a fashion
statement.

1

H

DINNER

SPECIALS
MONDAY

Fried Chicken 8.99
TUESDAY
Baby back Ribs 10.99
WE ON ESDAY

Cold?
Let us bring the heat.
> FREE Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking)
> FREE High Speed Internet
> 2 Laundromats
> FREE Basic Cable

> Swimming Pool

> FREE Waters Trash
> FREE Resident Shuttle

> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

Strip Steak 12.99
THURSDAY

Prime Rib 13.99

IF IT'S

YOUR BIRTHDAY,

DJOfigSOflUS

> Air Conditioning
> 24 Hr Maintenance

PG
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WINTHROP
TERRACE
APARTMENTS

163 S. Main"
BOWLING GREEN
4>9-353"77

400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
www.winthropterrace.com
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

*5?3?ME
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www.sambs.com

